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Sdílejte s Gabem

Congratulations to Speaker Kevin McCarthy!
  

In the 118th Congress, House Republicans will restore the People’s House and pass our
Commitment to America.  pic.twitter.com/1uO9vq6YWg

— House Republicans (@HouseGOP) January 7, 2023

Kevin McCarthy byl nakonec v sobotu ráno po půlnoci zvolen

předsedou sněmovny.

Krátce před hlasováním se Matt Gaetz objevil v hrozném televizním

pořadu Seana Hannityho a řekl, že od McCarthyho dostal vše, co

chtěl.

This has never been about me or Kevin McCarthy. It's about the American people. 
  

America wants to know that the rules of the House of Reps would never allow something
like this horrendous omnibus bill to ever pass ever again.

  
That's what @RepBoebert and I have been working on. pic.twitter.com/TpBr2xZs0X

— Rep. Matt Gaetz (@RepMattGaetz) January 7, 2023

Jak jsme předpokládali, poslední požadavky od McCarthyho

zahrnovaly specifické změny politiky, spíše než procedurální změny,

které McCarthy původně nabízel.

Gaetz stále odmítal hlasovat pro McCarthyho, ale on a další členové

jeho posádky hlasovali „přítomně“, což McCarthymu umožnilo

vyhrát s 216.
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Naneštěstí pro Gaetze, nyní fakticky slouží jako ručitel pro

McCarthyho, když uvedl své vlastní jméno na tvrzení, že McCarthy

bude mít na příští dva roky zakázáno šilinkovat. McCarthy je rozený

shill, bezpáteřní popelář, který nic neví a o nic se nestará, takže je

velmi těžké uvěřit, že to pro lobbisty zvládne dva roky bez šilinků, ale

hádám uvidíme.

Ať McCarthy souhlasil s čímkoli, pořád je to ten chlapík, který nosil

dvojí ukrajinské barvy a na jeho šatech nebyla vidět žádná americká

vlajka.

Shut the hell up you fraud pic.twitter.com/F9bmMZF1Sd

— Anthony Sabatini (@AnthonySabatini) January 7, 2023

Říct, že „nenávidí Ameriku“, by mu pravděpodobně dalo příliš velkou

zásluhu. Na Ameriku vůbec nemyslí.

Dokonale zastupuje židovskou shillovou pozici, která je jen shazovat,

shazovat, shazovat, bezmyšlenkovitě.

https://t.co/F9bmMZF1Sd
https://twitter.com/AnthonySabatini/status/1611602697228288000?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Není mi jasné, jestli vůbec někdy došlo k ústupku na Ukrajině, což je

opravdu hrozné.

Krátce před hlasováním vystoupila Liz Cheney a řekla, že ústupku

vůči Ukrajině nelze udělat.

Ronald Reagan taught us that weakness is provocative. China and Russia are watching. If
 @GOPLeader  agreed to weaken our national defense for his own personal gain, that will be
his legacy, and our nation will suffer. https://t.co/H9lKZ9JZPo

— Liz Cheney (@Liz_Cheney) January 6, 2023

https://dailystormer.in/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/Screenshot-2023-01-07-at-3.37.01-AM.png
https://t.co/H9lKZ9JZPo
https://twitter.com/Liz_Cheney/status/1611422312217120787?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Podle Politico , Roll Call a The Hill jsou to ústupky po hlasování 12

(za Mediaite ):

1. Pouze jeden člen sněmovny potřeboval podat návrh na „uvolnění předsedy“
2. Členové Freedom Caucus mají několik křesel ve výboru pro pravidla sněmovny, což
těmto členům umožní využít určitá kritéria pro hlasování o zákonech.
3. Hlasování o návrhu zákona o omezení funkčních období členů Kongresu
4. Individuální hlasování o každém z 12 návrhů zákonů o přidělení a vyloučení vyčlenění z
těchto návrhů zákonů
5. Hlasování o legislativě týkající se bezpečnosti hranic
6. 72 hodin předem od vydání zákona před hlasováním o něm
7. Hlasování o pozměňovacím návrhu o vyrovnaném rozpočtu

Myslím, že brzy budeme mít lepší seznam skutečných koncesí, které

nejsou veřejné, ale tento seznam se také objevil:

Je alespoň potvrzeno, že Thomas Massie bude ve výboru, který bude

vyšetřovat zpravodajské agentury, a la církevní výbor.

Rep. Thomas Massie admits Tucker Carlson had a role in McCarthy's concessions. Carlson
has been pushing for a Frank Church-style committee led by Massie throughout this week.

  
"I don't know if you're clairvoyant or just made the future happen but it's happening."
pic.twitter.com/LJTy6HtNDU

— Kat Abu (@abughazalehkat) January 7, 2023

https://www.politico.com/newsletters/playbook/2023/01/05/inside-mccarthys-brewing-speaker-deal-00076507
https://rollcall.com/2023/01/05/mccarthy-holdouts-discussing-possible-deal-for-speakers-gavel/
https://thehill.com/homenews/house/3795223-mccarthy-offers-concessions-to-detractors-with-house-rules-package/
https://www.mediaite.com/politics/here-are-the-concessions-kevin-mccarthy-reportedly-made-to-the-freedom-caucus-for-speaker-votes/
https://dailystormer.in/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/Fl2Ide8XoAIqh0M.jpeg
https://t.co/LJTy6HtNDU
https://twitter.com/abughazalehkat/status/1611536452868866048?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Média připravují tento příběh (protože samozřejmě):

McCarthy’s concessions to far-right Republicans could end up tanking global economy
https://t.co/v0oloyyulE

— The Independent (@Independent) January 7, 2023

Takže kdo ví.

Stalo se alespoň toto:

Rep. Hudson, R-N.C., left, pulls Rep. Rogers, R-Ala., as he confronts Rep. Matt Gaetz, R-
Fla., during the 14th round of voting for speaker as the House meets for the fourth day to try
and elect a speaker in Washington, Friday, Jan. 6, 2023. (@AP Photo/@andyharnik)
pic.twitter.com/ok3K8ERtfU

— Andrew Harnik (@andyharnik) January 7, 2023

Mike Rogers is unhinged, while Matt Gaetz is behaving like a statesman.
pic.twitter.com/7qNLjkYdps

— Brigitte Gabriel (@ACTBrigitte) January 7, 2023

Now it’s time for you to apologize to @mattgaetz for trying to physically attack him.
Psycho https://t.co/jj07KyF4Kt

— Alex Bruesewitz  (@alexbruesewitz) January 7, 2023

Tito lidé své Židy opravdu milují! Zbijí tě za Sion!

My expectations were always very low. It wasn’t like the House had

the power to shut down the Ukraine war anyway. At best, maybe they

could gum up some of the funding and give Russia a bit of breathing

room, but presumably anything they cut would be covered by

untouchable black budgets anyway. The Congress only has control

over official packages that send new weapons systems – much of the

funding is always going to be a black hole, because in real life, the

American government is not run by elected politicians.

It was a funny little thing that happened, and there were definitely no

downsides. Yes, it would have been funnier if Trump or the

Democrat was elected Speaker, but that was never really a possibility,

because not even Gaetz was willing to risk his entire career on this. It

was a game of chicken, and Gaetz held out longer than McCarthy.

https://t.co/v0oloyyulE
https://twitter.com/Independent/status/1611563401582370818?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/AP?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/andyharnik?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/ok3K8ERtfU
https://twitter.com/andyharnik/status/1611582256660758528?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/7qNLjkYdps
https://twitter.com/ACTBrigitte/status/1611581542236569601?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/mattgaetz?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/jj07KyF4Kt
https://twitter.com/alexbruesewitz/status/1611620688942465025?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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It sets things up for more funny moments. Gaetz now has an

incredible power base, which I do think he will use in funny ways.

(Republished from The Daily Stormer by permission of author or

representative)
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1. Johnny LeBlanc says:
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death, and taking away our remaining freedoms. Joy.

• Agree: Kolya Krassotkin

• Thanks: true.enough
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2. littlewing says:

Mic can say whatever he wants but Gaetz has him by the balls

now.

 
haha

• Disagree: RadicalCenter
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3. A123 says: • Website

January 7, 2023 at 3:01 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑

Rep. Hudson, R-N.C., left, pulls Rep. Rogers, R-Ala., as he confronts Rep. Matt Gaetz,
R-Fla., during the 14th round of voting for speaker as the House meets for the fourth
day to try and elect a speaker in Washington, Friday, Jan. 6, 2023.

The picture in the tweet is a bit more dramatic than the video

(~1:20).

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/Dp9XYnoEAMA

However, it proves that Gaetz and the House Freedom Caucus

got everything they could. They pushed so hard, the opposition

almost snapped.

Trump and MAGA were visible helping the resistance: (1)

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=A123
https://theconservativetreehouse.com/
https://youtu.be/Dp9XYnoEAMA
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Trump’s involvement persisted throughout this week, including in talks last night and
this morning ahead of the crucial breakthrough for McCarthy, according to the source.

On Friday night, he made calls to Reps. Matt Gaetz (R-FL) and Andy Biggs (R-AZ),
both of whom had voted against McCarthy for days, and told them that the matter
needed to be resolved. Ultimately on the 15th round, they both voted “present,”
helping to lower the vote threshold for McCarthy.

ABC News Investigative Reporter Katherine Faulders first reported the calls between
Trump and Gaetz and Biggs.

Former President Trump placed called to both Andy Biggs and Matt Gaetz as
all the drama played out on the House floor, I’m told. Both of them have
changed their votes to “present” this round.

— Katherine Faulders (@KFaulders) January 7, 2023

Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-GA) told Breitbart News on Friday that Trump’s
“role was huge” in the negotiations. Specifically, she pointed to his statements in
support of McCarthy this week and the phone calls he was making behind the scenes.

This evidence of relevance & viability greatly helps the Trump

2024 campaign.

RINO DeSantis was conspicuously absent from the discussion.

Was the underlying reason, cowardice strategic evasion, or both.

Irregardless of the explanation, his total absence from critical

national issues is a possibly fatal blow to DeSantis 2024

aspirations.

#LetsGoBrandon 

 
_____________________

(1) https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2023/01/06/donald-

trump-played-crucial-role-in-getting-speaker-elect-kevin-

mccarthy-across-finish-line/

• LOL: true.enough, Kim, Realist
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4. Old and Grumpy says:

January 7, 2023 at 3:08 pm GMT • 1.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
It was a mere farcical theater. It did provide a few laughs. More

importantly the evil right wing twenty has once again stirred up

the abortion only bitches to ready their copier printers for the

stuffing of drop box ballot stations. Winning for the right always

seems convenient for the establishment.

Can Matt Gaetz not provide one aide with a wifi scanner and

scan all propose bills to the internet? You’re a fool if you think

McCartney will give you 72 hours. My guess is you are no fool.

Like I said it was theater.

• Agree: Realist

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

5. Anonymous[322] • Disclaimer says:

Deep State always wins and resorts to physical violence to get its

way, just as with Rogers attacking Gaetz. Have to try to

remember Colossians 3:2.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

6. Avery says:

None of the promised “concessions” by McCarthy will be

honored by him.

 
He will weasel out of them all somehow.

 
Gaetz & Co. should have never voted the McFraud Speaker of the

House.

But I guess it was expected.

• Agree: The Germ Theory of Disease
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7. Tallest Skil says:

@littlewing

Imagine being stupid enough to believe that or fall for any aspect

of this jewish puppet theater. I mean, what the hell are you even

pretending to use as justification for this? No one involved has

any power whatsoever.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

8. gidoutahere says:

McCarthy is not the way forward for GOP. If there are two states

the US does not need “leaders” from it would New York and

California.

• Agree: Clark Kent

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

9. BuelahMan says:

Gosh darn it. Everybody please vote harder.
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Bhbbbbbut Muh Based and Red Pilled kanye still gets to he

president right ????? Right?????? You retards embarrassed you

took the bait so easy ?? Again ?!? Why because you will easily

take the very next bait anyway hahsha He named jews its

happening lokolollokoll
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11. Brooklyn Dave says:

I just don’t trust McCarthy. The Powers that Be probably have

more leverage over him than Matt Gaetz could ever think of.

• Agree: Kolya Krassotkin

• Replies: @littlewing, @Tallest Skil

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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12. Canute says:

January 7, 2023 at 4:45 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The GOP House can now start a series of phony “investigations”

which will be the focus of ridicule, by NPR and the (((private)))

media organizations. By late summer they will not be reported

on in any manner. In the interim – all spending functions,

money for Israel and Ukraine (which is to say, Israel) will be

continued without abatement.

• Agree: Twodees Partain

• Replies: @Legba
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13. January 7, 2023 at 4:49 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 300 Words   ↑

Unfortunately for Gaetz, he is now effectively serving as guarantor for McCarthy,
having put his own name on the claim that McCarthy will be restricted from shilling
for the next two years. McCarthy is a born shill, a spineless garbage human who
doesn’t know anything and doesn’t care about anything, so it is very difficult to
believe he is going to be able to make it two years without shilling for lobbyists, but I
guess we’ll see.

He’s a sociopath/Satanist, as are probably all of the Zionist ilk.

And if they’re not sociopaths, they will be in short order because

they lack the character and integrity to resist the Devil. But the

Devil and his works are built into the system.

This all reminds me of how the Jews implicated average

Americans in their pre-planned war against “Islamofascism” by

stampeding them into the Mideast based on the 9/11 Zionist job.

Once the Satanic deed is done and the Zionist narrative is

formulated, which was immediate, it was a fait accompli that

America would implicate itself in this evil. It took years to sort

out the truth, but no one was held accountable for treason and

crimes against humanity, because huge factions of Congress and

the Federal Government would have had to arrest themselves.

And here we are again, now on the cusp of a world war with

Russia using Ukraine as the spark, with McCarthy smoothing the

way along with his homosexual Jewish landlord/roommate

Frank Luntz.

A democracy that includes Satanists is inevitably Satanic. The

only way out of this would be to purge every Satanists and every

vile dog tainted by Satanism from what’s left of Christendom,

and I don’t see that happening, but for sure not in the

Anglosphere since it was so easily infiltrated by Satanic Jews

once they instigated the ZOG world wars of the Jewish Century

using Marxist ideologies and mindless Anglo ambition and

greed.

• Replies: @JWalters
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14. Herbert R. Tarlek, Jr. says:

January 7, 2023 at 5:51 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Johnny LeBlanc

Now they can get back to sending hundreds of billions of

dollars to Ukraine and other shitholes around the globe,

taxing us to death, and taking away our remaining

freedoms. Joy.

Not all of us. There will certainly be tax cuts for woke billionaires

who have weaponized their stupid muh property rights, have

used them to shred the First Amendment and who are are now

using them to start in on the Second.

• Agree: Johnny LeBlanc

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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15. Kolya Krassotkin says:

@Avery

Kevin McCarthy is Nancy Pelosi with a johnson. He is a swamp

creature, who will always first go along to get along.

• Agree: Avery

• Replies: @Realist
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16. Herbert R. Tarlek, Jr. says:

January 7, 2023 at 6:00 pm GMT • 1.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Johnny LeBlanc

Now they can get back to sending hundreds of billions of

dollars to Ukraine and other shitholes around the globe,

taxing us to death, and taking away our remaining

freedoms. Joy.

Not entirely true. There will certainly be more tax cuts for woke

billionaires who have weaponized the GOP’s sacrosanct muh

property rights, have used them to shred the First Amendment

and who are are now using them to start in on the Second.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

17. nickels says:

No ‘concessions’ will be honored.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

18. neutral says:

This is as meaningful as pro wrestling rivalries, ultimately they

are all loyal ZOG rubber stampers, for everything that really

matters they are all the same.
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19. Raki Rakkoon says:

January 7, 2023 at 6:23 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
“Shortly before the vote, Liz Cheney came out and said that there

can’t be a concession on the Ukraine.”

Liz Cheney is unemployed. Her successor was sworn into office

on Tuesday. No one cares what she thinks or says about

anything, and they never will again. Can we please just let this

bitch sink into the obscurity she deserves and stop mentioning

her name. The next time I want to see the name “Cheney” in

print is when her father’s obituary makes the news.

• Agree: Bubba, Twodees Partain

• Replies: @Decoy

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide

Thread 

 

20. RobinG says:

@Johnny LeBlanc

Will they even investigate the Biden crime family? Reported

evidence of hundreds of crimes [that Biden would destroy

Ukraine completely to keep hidden]. Will they opt for nuclear

war and destroy us all?

REPORT on the BIDEN LAPTOP

 
https://bidenlaptopreport.marcopolousa.org/report_viewer/ind

ex.html#p=1
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21. loner feral cat says:

January 7, 2023 at 7:33 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago   ↑
Kevin McCarthy Finally (((Speaker ))).

 
Mike Rogers Nearly Attacks Matt Gaetz Over “Present”

Vote.

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/mQ4lLwd4fQU

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

22. anarchyst says:

January 7, 2023 at 7:42 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago   ↑
IF the House of Representatives is on the “up and up”, its first

order of business must be to immediately release ALL J6

defendants and dismiss all charges.

 
Anything less, and it will be just “business as usual”.
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• Replies: @The Alarmist, @Realist
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23. Wade says:

January 7, 2023 at 7:43 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

McCarthy is a born shill, a spineless garbage human who doesn’t know anything and
doesn’t care about anything, so it is very difficult to believe he is going to be able to
make it two years without shilling for lobbyists, but I guess we’ll see.

And if anyone doubts this statement or considers it hyperbole,

please read the following 6 part investigation by a former Green

Beret over at National File:

https://nationalfile.com/kevin-mccarthy-subject-of-a-counterintelligence-
investigation-allegiance-to-the-united-states/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

24. Cook-ie says:

January 7, 2023 at 7:51 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The establishment must be worried if they put on little theatres

like the “Battle for Speaker”, another fight, for “American

Democracy!”

It was supposed to be “Never Kevin” but who is now speaker?

I think the focus should have been on January the 6th and the

renaming of it as Ashley Babbitt day in memory of the murder of

an American who truly believed in her country and was willing

to fight the Nazis for its future. Don’t let the Nazis use it for their

purposes.

Oh yeah…where was Trump on the 6th?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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25. The Alarmist says:

January 7, 2023 at 8:26 pm GMT • 1.5 days ago   ↑
Gaetz was doing God’s work, so he will be crucified. I’d be

surprised if a mobile phone full of kiddy porn isn’t already

planted on him.

• LOL: Realist

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

26. The Alarmist says:

January 7, 2023 at 8:35 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anarchyst

IF the House of Representatives is on the “up and up”, its first order of business must
be to immediately release ALL J6 defendants and dismiss all charges.

 Anything less, and it will be just “business as usual”.

They don’t have that power. It’s in the hands of the Executive

branch.

If anyone could have done anything for these poor souls, it

would have been with Mr. Trump issuing a blanket pardon on

his way out the door. Didn’t happen. The only back DJT ever had

was his own, and he wasn’t even good at that.
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27. Charles Pewitt says:

January 7, 2023 at 8:55 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

When I met McCarthy for the first time years ago, he said America is great because of
its diversity. Him calling America an idea after becoming speaker shows he hasn’t
changed at all. 
 
The only difference now is that Trump has lied to people on McCarthy’s behalf.
https://t.co/tBWyFNpdNG

— Pedro L. Gonzalez (@emeriticus) January 7, 2023

Immigration politics in the United States is one of the most

prominent vulnerabilities of the JEW/WASP Ruling Class of the

American Empire and the Neo-Conservative faction in the

Republican Party. This is one reason why Neo-Conservative

whore politicians such as Kevin McCarthy and Lindsey Graham

push the “America is just an idea” line of crud.

The JEW/WASP Ruling Class and the Neo-Conservatives want

to make the White Christian ancestral core of the United States

believe that the United States has no fixed identity rooted in

blood and soil.

This “America is just an idea” propaganda then allows the Neo-

Conservatives the chance to keep the military objectives of the

American Empire extremely vague with no set goals or strategic

interests stated clearly. The US military is not fighting for

anything real or tangible, but for some hazy notions of “freedom

and democracy.”

THE USA IS A BRITISH PROTESTANT SETTLER NATION

THE USA IS A EUROPEAN CHRISTIAN NATION

SAM HUNTINGTON QUESTIONS:

1) WHO ARE WE AS A NATION?

2) WHAT ARE WE FIGHTING FOR AS A NATION?

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Charles+Pewitt
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Tweet from 2014:

Who Are We? http://t.co/vcRJPh70C1 Sam Huntington said US is a British Protestant
nation; Buchanan says European Christian #immigration

— Charles Pewitt (@CharlesPewitt) December 11, 2014

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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28. Charles Pewitt says:

January 7, 2023 at 9:19 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑

Sure, Kevin McCarthy was in Emma Lazarus mode last night, re: the USA being "an
idea" (or an "experiment" as overt Neos like to say). But the grisly truth is that the
GAE regards the West overall as an experiment. Something they can dissolve & re-
shape into a wider slave zone.

— Dr President-Elect Turning Point Tim Buktu (@MichiganWave) January 7, 2023

Kevin McCarthy says the USA is just an idea.

Lindsey Graham says the USA is just an idea.

The evil and demonic JEW/WASP Ruling Class of the American

Empire has been pushing the notion that the USA is just an idea

for well over a hundred years.

The notion that the USA is just an idea allows treasonous ruling

class rodents to use mass immigration as a demographic weapon

to attack the European Christian ancestral core of the USA; it

also allows the ruling class to use the US military to fight wars —

proxy or otherwise — to attack the sovereignty and cultural

cohesion of other nations and regions.

WHO ARE WE AS A NATION? WHAT ARE WE FIGHTING

FOR AS A NATION?

I asked that same question to Lindsey Graham at a 2015

presidential primary town hall in New Hampshire.

So my question to you would be: How do see this nation? Do you see it as a British
Protestant nation? A European Christian nation? The Neo-Cons see it as some kind of
a multicultural proposition nation, an ideological nation, if you will.

How do you see the United States of America and what do you think we are fighting
for as a nation?

Lindsey Graham responded with boilerplate and hot air and this:

“I believe in America as an idea”

Lindsey Graham on who Americans are(2015):

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Charles+Pewitt
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/MRrG4dbYmGk

• Replies: @ThreeCranes
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29. Haxo Angmark says:

January 7, 2023 at 9:23 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago   ↑
Republiscams’ “Committment to America”…..

extreme LOLzzzzzzzzz…

remember Gingrich’s “Contract with America”?:

anti-White “Hate Crime Laws”

massacre-inducing “Gun Free Zone School” laws,

etc. etc.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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30. littlewing says:

January 7, 2023 at 9:24 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago   ↑
@Brooklyn Dave

Which is why the DC Madam and Epstien existed.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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31. Johnny LeBlanc says:

January 7, 2023 at 9:36 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Expect more of this kind of shit —

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/wonderful-christmas-

present-zelensky-hails-single-biggest-us-arms-package-one-

time

Expect more trannyism. Expect more kabuki theater oversight

committees that accomplish nothing. Expect more debt. Expect

more earmarks. Expect more niggers, women, and faggots in

congress upsetting the natural order. But most of all, expect

more from the Jews to encourage all of the above, to destroy

Whites.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

32. Tallest Skil says:

January 7, 2023 at 10:13 pm GMT • 1.4 days ago   ↑
@Brooklyn Dave

They’re both owned by the same people. Don’t kid yourself.

• Agree: Realist
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33. Legba says:

January 7, 2023 at 10:52 pm GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
@Canute

What’s your point?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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34. Cook-ie says:

January 7, 2023 at 11:29 pm GMT • 1.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
What I cannot understand is the Americans of this generation

now have their Nazis to fight, yet they just “follow orders” didn’t

Nuremberg state that is not an excuse?

This is not 1930s Germany but 2020s U.S. Remember the

financiers of Germany’s rebuild came from so-called democratic

western nations, these people disappeared after they realized

Hitler played them for his own purposes, the Foster Dulles was

the deal maker later becoming one of the power brokers in the

Eisenhower regime.

These people don’t go away…they wait and plan…and then the

next effort for total control is implemented.

If the last three years of a scamdemic have not convinced “the

people” it’s time to deal with the Nazis again…I don’t know what

will?

• Replies: @Kim
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35. Dutch Boy says:

January 7, 2023 at 11:35 pm GMT • 1.3 days ago   ↑
@Avery

McCarthy is reputed to have a wide vengeful streak. Gaetz is

toast.

• Replies: @Kolya Krassotkin

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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36. Kolya Krassotkin says:

January 8, 2023 at 2:07 am GMT • 1.2 days ago   ↑
@Dutch Boy

If Gaetz can survive the next two years, he’ll be clear of

McCarthy and safe.

McCarthy is going to fuck up royally, and the Democrats will be

back in charge again, in 2025, maybe with Speaker Nadler.

• Replies: @Twodees Partain

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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37. RestiveUs says:

January 8, 2023 at 2:42 am GMT • 1.2 days ago   ↑
@A123

Irregardless of the explanation

Irregardless?

• Replies: @Kim
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38. obwandiyag says:

January 8, 2023 at 3:15 am GMT • 1.2 days ago   ↑
The only people on earth who care one whit about this shit at all,

in the least, are these people who get paid to talk about this shit.

• Agree: Kolya Krassotkin

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

39. Decoy says:

January 8, 2023 at 3:41 am GMT • 1.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Raki Rakkoon

Agree with your comments on Liz Cheney and her war addicted

father. Liz is apparently worried that the new Congress will

reduce military spending. There’s not much chance of that

happening even though it should. Someone needs to remind

Cheney that the United States spends more on its military than

the next nine largest militaries combined. The entire world

would benefit from vastly reduced US military spending.

• Thanks: Hibernian
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40. Anon[347] • Disclaimer says:

January 8, 2023 at 4:01 am GMT • 1.1 days ago   ↑
@Avery

McCarthy is out as soon as kanye is president bwahahaha

• LOL: Hibernian
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41. Kim says:

January 8, 2023 at 4:39 am GMT • 1.1 days ago   ↑
@Cook-ie

What are you doing here? Is your electric jew on the blink? Don’t

panic. A repairman is on his way and your programming will

resume shortly.

• Replies: @Cook-ie
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42. Kim says:

January 8, 2023 at 4:41 am GMT • 1.1 days ago   ↑
@RestiveUs

Mebbeso, howsomever…
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43. loner feral cat says:

January 8, 2023 at 5:09 am GMT • 1.1 days ago   ↑

Will the War Party Wield the (((Puppet’s ))) Gavel?
 https://www.globalresearch.ca/will-war-party-wield-speaker-gavel/5803891

.(((*POS Puppet Politicians*))).

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

44. Anon[999] • Disclaimer says:

January 8, 2023 at 6:11 am GMT • 1.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Trump is essentially finished. Him siding with McCarthy was the

last straw for a few people I’ve discussed this with.

On a side note: I’m hearing and reading rumors of McCarthy

being a closeted homosexual. I don’t know if he is or isn’t, but

people are definitely saying he is.

• Replies: @Ed Case, @Dave Bowman
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45. JWalters says:

January 8, 2023 at 7:38 am GMT • 23.6 hours ago • 200

Words   ↑
@Chris Moore

That’s unfortunately an extremely realistic view.

On the other hand, there are now a few members of Congress

who genuinely want to clean the swamp. And the cartel put up

an intense fight to prevent the concessions McCarthy finally

made, which I think reflects their importance.

If the new “Church” committee really does follow the evidence

on government subversion of democracy wherever it leads that

will be historical. If they trace the roots of the war on “domestic

terrorism” back to the “global war on terror” they will find the

masters of the Uniparty, America’s most dangerous enemy.

 
War Profiteers and the Roots of the ‘War on Terror’

 
https://warprofiteerstory.blogspot.com/p/war-profiteers-and-

roots-of-war-on.html
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46. Ed Case says:

January 8, 2023 at 10:01 am GMT • 21.2 hours ago   ↑
@Anon

Being a closeted homosexual is the default, er, position for these

blokes.

 
In the absence of evidence to the contrary, then, yeah, he’s a

Flamer.
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47. Twodees Partain says:Next New Comment

@Kolya Krassotkin

Speaker Nadler….talk about a contradiction in terms. That

doddering old stroke victim makes Biden look eloquent by

comparison. In a sane government, any member who shits

himself on camera would be quickly ushered out of office. So

much for sane governance.

• Replies: @Realist

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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48. Clark Kent says:Next New Comment

@A123

DeSantis was damned smart to stay out of it. He has no gravitas

on the national scene and would only have come across as an

opportunist or a meddler.

• Replies: @Dave Bowman
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49. ThreeCranes says:Next New Comment

January 8, 2023 at 1:36 pm GMT • 17.6 hours ago • 400

Words   ↑
@Charles Pewitt

By “idea” they generally mean a moral code such as “all

participants agree to abide by rules to which they would give

consent if, before agreeing, they would not know which niche

they would occupy in society.”

And what binds them to this social contract? Nothing at all. They

can set it aside whenever it inconveniences them. We can agree

to an idea but it has no binding power over us. What compels us

to obey? Nothing but the fear of logical inconsistency. And who

ever let that cool their passions when they were in the midst of a

death-fury against their opponents? Or when they were in the

midst of plundering a fortune which would set them up for life?

No, I’m afraid this notion of what binds a people together into a

functional unit being nothing but an “idea” is not up to the job of

explaining what it is that binds people together into a functional

unit. Ideas can’t compel behavior. They can suggest or offer up

or point to or illuminate, but there must be some part of the

brain which functions between the the ideas of the mind and the

doing of the body which brings them into being. Plato called this

the “Spirited” function or what we today would call “Will”.

The key phrase here is, of course, “people…as a functional unit”.

If one is interested only in freedom to implement one’s plans,

pull off one’s scams and the like, then the last thing one wants to

encounter is effective, organized resistance. Such resistance can

only be mounted by an independent functioning organism and

such an organism must have effective means of logistics that

enable it to carry information from the periphery to the core,

from the sense receiving apparatus to the brain and from the

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=ThreeCranes
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brain to the muscles. Centripetal, centrifugal networks

connecting mind with body that fire in coherent sequences.

Afferent and efferent.

This coherent firing must be disrupted; shorted out, interfered

with, forced to proceed around obstacles, anything to interrupt

its coherent mental, psychological, physical wave patterns.

Coherent waveforms aren’t just mental, they don’t take place just

in the realm of ideas. They are necessarily “of the body” as well

as “of the mind”.

To argue that a society is simply an “idea” is to tacitly admit just

the opposite. Else, why bother making the point? It is a very

clever, devious manner of undermining the opposition.
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50. Dave Bowman says:Next New Comment

January 8, 2023 at 1:45 pm GMT • 17.5 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Anon

I’m hearing and reading rumors of McCarthy being a closeted homosexual. I don’t
know if he is or isn’t

Really ?

McCarthy’s “room-mate” (what kind of multi-millionaire

professional politician who should be married with kids needs a

“room-mate” ?) is a Jew queer called Frank Luntz.

Does that sort it out a little for you ?
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51. onebornfree says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 8, 2023 at 1:57 pm GMT • 17.3 hours ago • 400

Words   ↑
This was all just more Kabuki theatre, a bunch of noise

signifying _nothing_. A distraction. [ i.e. business as usual]

The so-called “Freedom Caucus” is merely an essential part of

that Kabuki theatre, also signifying _nothing_.

The “Elephant In The Room”

 
 

All just mere distraction from “the elephant in the room”, that is,

the entirely criminal Federal government:

“Taking the State wherever found, striking into its history at any

point, one sees no way to differentiate the activities of its

founders, administrators and beneficiaries from those of a

professional-criminal class.” Albert J. Nock

Nothing significant is going to change for the better in this

country until/unless a massive, peaceful, political revolution

occurs and the federal government is, at the very least [as

opposed to its complete elimination, which I would prefer],

downsized back to its original constitutional size and limits

[making it around 95% smaller than it currently is], closing all

foreign military bases, bringing all overseas troops home, and

eliminating literally 1000’s of entirely unconstitutional federal

agencies [ e.g. CIA FBI FDA , EPA Homeland Security etc. etc. ad

infinitum].

And repeal of the Federal Reserve Act, of course.

“New Revolution”[the Harry Browne Song]:

[MORE]
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52. Dave Bowman says:Next New Comment

@Clark Kent

Whereas now, having stayed out of it, he just comes across

instead as a pointless “no-gravitas” nobody – which is exactly

what he is ?

Got it.
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53. Realist says:Next New Comment

January 8, 2023 at 2:54 pm GMT • 16.3 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑

Kevin McCarthy was finally elected Speaker of the House in an after midnight vote
Saturday morning.

It was inevitable. This was all a charade.

Shortly before the vote, Matt Gaetz appeared on Sean Hannity’s terrible TV show to
say that he got everything he wanted out of McCarthy.

Really how will he force McCarthy to keep his promises? This is

more grandstanding in the fashion of Jim Jordan.

• Replies: @Haxo Angmark
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54. Dave Bowman says:Next New Comment

January 8, 2023 at 3:08 pm GMT • 16.1 hours ago • 500

Words   ↑
Being a mere Brit onlooker, I find it very hard at times to

understand the “American way” – much as I have always loved

“old” America” for all that it was – and could still be. Frankly, I

can hardly believe what has gone on this week in your House –

or, after 4 whole years of Trump, how pointlessly, appallingly

stupid even the brightest Republicans can still be.

For a while, I honestly believed Gaetz & co’s block move to be the

best-planned, most unexpected, sudden, wonderful, perfect and

long-overdue full-scale rebellion by a bunch of hardliners

DETERMINED to wake the GOP the fuck up at last. Never mind

the 15th Vote – I was certainly hoping that they’d take the

House, hour after grim hour, day after wasted day, to a 26th –

and if necessary a 36th or 46th – Vote, with the SAME

immovable concrete roadblock at the end every time. Until that

oily, lying, power-crazed snake-oil scumbag McCarthy – who

makes my skin crawl just to look at him – finally got the message

he wasn’t wanted, and simply quit.

Instead of which, when Gaetz, Boebert and the rest actually

COULD easily have done this – and I was sure they WANTED to

– Gaetz just… Quit !! Gave up. Dropped the ball. Walked out.

Adios. WTF ??

And why ? Ohh… Because after one of the Republican party’s

finest moments in decades – and God knows they need every

finest moment they can possibly get – McCarthy… err… “gave

Concessions”. Concessions which amount to very little or almost

nothing in terms of handing the GOP any kind of sideways

power – and which the Capitol cockroach McCarthy will simply

IGNORE and/or BREAK at the first moment he feels like it !

Where will be the GOP power then ?

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Dave+Bowman
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For me, Gaetz is the biggest single GOP disappointment of the

decade – and Yes, that includes Orange Man, as I personally

never had any great confidence that Trump would actually do

half of what he promised. But I thought, at last, that Gaetz (and

Boebert) had the Fire to make things BURN.

The final straw for me with Gaetz ? If it had been me sitting

there with my friends, colleagues and supporters in a full

Business Meeting (which is what the House is) when that fat

ugly thug Rogers started slanging me in public because he didn’t

like the colour of my free Vote, I would have handled the

situation in a VERY careful and unique way. I would have put

down my papers, slowly, carefully climbed past my friends to the

aisle to face the bruiser bastard in the open – then I would have

head-butted him to break his nose, belted him in the guts, and

smashed him in the face as he went down – just to make the

point nice and clear NOT to talk down to me or threaten me

EVER again- especially in public. Gaetz, it seems, just… looked

at him.

My way is probably called the “British Way” now, in the lawless

third-world multi-cultural hellhole which the UK has become.

But once upon a time I understood it used to be the American

“frontier” way also for a self-respecting White man. Perhaps I’ve

watched too many Charles Bronson movies.
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55. Realist says:Next New Comment

@Kolya Krassotkin

Kevin McCarthy is Nancy Pelosi with a johnson.

Nancy Pelosi is Kevin McCarthy with a Johnson.

FIFY

• LOL: Avery
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56. Realist says:Next New Comment

January 8, 2023 at 3:25 pm GMT • 15.8 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@anarchyst

IF the House of Representatives is on the “up and up”, its first order of business must
be to immediately release ALL J6 defendants and dismiss all charges.

The J6 defendants will continue to be used as an example, by the

Deep State, to those who would entertain any plans of actual

insurrection.
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57. Realist says:Next New Comment

January 8, 2023 at 4:03 pm GMT • 15.2 hours ago • 100

Words   ↑
@Twodees Partain

Speaker Nadler….talk about a contradiction in terms. That doddering old stroke
victim makes Biden look eloquent by comparison. In a sane government, any member
who shits himself on camera would be quickly ushered out of office. So much for
sane governance.

None of our elected officials would have been selected in a sane,

intelligent country.
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58. Haxo Angmark says:Next New Comment

@Realist

“Gaetz got everything he wanted”…..

another Cuban boytoy?

• Replies: @Realist
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59. Cook-ie says:Next New Comment

@Kim

What are you trying to say, your metaphors are gobbledygook?
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60. A123 says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

January 8, 2023 at 8:38 pm GMT • 10.6 hours ago • 400

Words   ↑
These ease with which McCarthy can be brought down is actually

a useful tool, if he plays it correctly: (1)

 
 McCarthy is finally speaker. But he’s not weak like you think. Now he can deploy

the ‘crazy boss’ strategy

House Republicans need to change tactics. Schumer is no longer Speaker McCarthy’s
biggest obstacle. It’s now his Republican counterpart on the other side of the Capitol –
Senate Minority Leader and profligate spender, Mitch McConnell.

In the past, McConnell’s idea of leadership has been to give the Democrats most of
what they want, especially when it comes to budget-busting, pork barrel legislation.
For the last two years, he’s joined with Senate Democrats and former Speaker Nancy
Pelosi to pass the Biden agenda.

 …
 The criticism of McCarthy has always been that he lacks the backbone to stand up to

the big spenders in the GOP, that he will cave to pressure from the Swamp Creatures.

Now he doesn’t need a backbone. Thanks to the Freedom Caucus, his back is up
against the wall. He can’t go along to get along with McConnell and Democrats and
survive as speaker. And everybody knows it. It’s potentially the most powerful tool in
McCarthy’s toolbox.

 …
 A negotiator can point to his “crazy boss” as the reason why he can’t agree to the

other’s side’s demands. “My boss will never agree to this; if I even suggest it, he’s
likely to do something really crazy.”

The House holdouts have just become Speaker McCarthy’s “crazy boss.”

Most pundits will claim his protracted fight to be speaker has damaged McCarthy, and
he won’t have the muscle needed to bring his fellow Republicans in line. But they’re
missing the point.

The American people don’t want business as usual. They want leaders who will
stand up to the Swamp and do what is in the best interests of the people, not the
career politicians.

The tortuous way McCarthy was elected has given him an unexpected opportunity to
be that leader.

The article makes a critical point.
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Mitch McConnell is the worst enemy to MAGA, not the

Democrats.

PEACE 

 
__________

(1) https://www.foxnews.com/opinion/mccarthy-finally-

speaker-not-weak-like-think-can-deploy-crazy-boss-strategy
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61. A123 says: • WebsiteNext New Comment

More humor about the 14th vote.

PEACE

Everything changes once you know what McCarthy and Gaetz were actually
saying#118thCongress #KevinMcCarthy #MattGaetz pic.twitter.com/8Yr7LCtioC

— Bad Lip Reading (@BadLipReading) January 8, 2023
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62. Derer says:Next New Comment

Absolutely nothing is expected of this pitiful bunch, who could

not get the usual mid-term majority. Especially against the

sanatorium heading corrupt president. R gentlemen you are

pathetic; you will not get anywhere with the dimwitted

leadership in both houses.
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63. Realist says:

@Haxo Angmark

I am trying to understand why you are quoting a quote I

mentioned. In others words, you did not quote me. You’ll need to

direct your comment to Anglin.
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